
Good	morning		{{voornaam}},
With	 this	 newsletter	 I	 would	 like	 to	 inform	 you	 about
our	Mandali	store	in	Kournas.

You	 read	 about	 the	 products	 that	 we	 sell,	 I	 give	 you
some	 background	 information	 about	 the	 products,	 I

like	 to	 tell	 about	 the	 activities	 that	 we	 organize	 and	 also	 general	 information	 and
news	about	Kournas	and	Crete	are	discussed.
I	hope	you	will	enjoy	reading	it.

With	this	newsletter	I	would	like	to	inform	you	about	our
Mandali	shop	in	Kournas.
You	read	about	the	products	that	we	sell,	I	give	you	some
background	information	about	the	products,
I	like	to	tell	you	about	the	activities	that	we	organize	and
also	general	information	and	news	about	Kournas	and
Crete	are	discussed.

If	you	have	family	or	friends	who	are	also	interested	in	this	Mandali	newsletter,	you	can
always	forward	it	and	through	the	website	they	can	also	sign	up	themselves	for	the	next
newsletter.
I	hope	you	enjoyed	reading	this	newsletter	and	I	am	happy	to	send	you	next	month
another	one.
	
P.S.	I	also	gladly	answer	other	questions	about	Kournas,	the	surrounding	area	and	about
Crete	in	general,	and	maybe	even	pay	attention	to	this	in	a	future	newsletter.

Facebook Website

Mandali,	local	products	andMandali,	local	products	and

more...more...

Bekijk	de	webversie

Happy	New	Year
In	this	first	newsletter	of	2020,	Arno	and	I	(Barbara)	want	to	wish	you	a	very	healthy,	travel-
loving	and	happy	New	Year.	Via	email,	Facebook,	Whatsapp,	by	telephone	and	also	by	post,
we	received	many	Christmas	and	New	Year's	wishes	from	you	in	recent	weeks.	We	may	not
have	 answered	 all	 messages,	 but	 we	 have	 enjoyed	 your	 sweet	 words	 and	 wishes.
Sometimes	 it	 was	 just	 a	 search	 for	 a	 face	 fitting	 the	 name,	 but	 we	 got	 everyone	 "in	 the
picture".
	
And	now	a	new	year,	full	of	new	plans,	expectations,	changes	perhaps,	or	just	continuing	in
the	same	way.	It	will	be	different	for	everyone.
For	us,	2020	starts	with	a	big	change,	because	Arno	will	be	operated	on	January	8	and	will
receive	his	first	new	hip.	After	a	hospitalization	of	about	a	week	Arno	is	going	to	rehabilitate
at	home.	The	expectation	 is	 that	he	will	be	 top	 fit	again	at	 the	beginning	of	April.	And	 that
works	out	well,	because	then	we	also	expect	the	first	tourists	to	come	to	Crete.

goodbye	2019,	hello	2020
The	 transition	 from	 the	 old	 to	 the	 new	 year	 is	 celebrated	 all	 over	 the	world	 and	 every
country	 has	 its	 own	 traditions.	 And	 all	 those	 different	 traditions	 have	 the	 same	 goal:
everywhere	in	the	world,	people	wish	each	other	prosperity,	happiness	and	health	at	the
start	of	the	new	year.
	
Every	culture	has	its	own	unique	traditions	and	Greece	is	no	exception.	In	Greece,	people
adhere	to	traditions	in	the	new	year	that	they	believe	will	bring	happiness.
According	to	Greek	mythology,	New	Year	is	one	of	the	most	auspicious	times	ever	and	it
is	customary	to	participate	in	customs	and	beliefs	that	bring	prosperity	and	happiness	to
the	new	year.	There	are	people	who	believe	that	the	actions	that	are	taken	on	New	Year's
Eve	and	New	Year's	Day	set	the	tone	for	the	rest	of	the	year,	and	that	 is	why	luck	is	so
important.

And	what	are	the	Greeks	doing	to	bring	them	luck	for	the	new	year?
1.	Playing	cards
One	of	the	most	popular	tradition	is	to	play	cards.	Different	games	are	organized	in	local
clubs,	coffee	corners,	pubs	and	bars.	These	sessions	are	also	organized	in	many	homes
throughout	 the	 country.	 The	 state	 lottery	 is	 also	 played	with	 extra	 enthusiasm	because
millions	of	extra	euros	can	probably	be	won	on	New	Year's	Day.	
	
2.	Kalo	Podariko	-	The	first	foot
Kalo	Podariko	is	a	common	Greek	tradition	that	is	celebrated	when	the	new	year	has	just
begun.	 It	 is	believed	that	 the	 first	person	to	put	his	 foot	 in	a	house	during	 the	new	year
brings	good	luck.	Usually	one	chooses	someone	who	is	 innocent	and	kind	with	a	 loving
heart.	Children,	in	particular,	are	often	chosen	as	"the	first	foot".
Immediately	after	the	first	person	sets	foot,	the	rest	of	the	family	members	follow.	You	do
have	to	step	inside	with	your	right	foot,	this	brings	the	most	luck.
	
3.	Party	with	an	extra	place
In	Greece,	people	eat	a	lavish	New	Year's	Eve	dinner	that	involves	the	whole	family	-	plus
an	extra	place.	Why	is	there	an	empty	place	at	the	table?	Because	they	leave	a	place	for
Saint	Basil,	or	Agios	Vasilios,	who	always	helps	the	poor	people.	The	Greeks	believe	that
this	tradition	will	bring	them	luck.
Agios	Vasilios	 is	 also	 the	Greek	 version	 of	Santa	Claus.	Not	 at	Christmas,	 but	 at	New
Year's	Eve,	he	brings	presents.
	
I	don't	think	any	country	has	as	many	traditions	with	New	Year's	Eve	as	Greece	because
there	 are	 many	 more.	 Such	 as	 walking	 over	 mossy	 stones,	 smashing	 a	 pomegranate
against	the	front	door,	hanging	a	sea	onion	next	to	your	front	door,	children	passing	by	the
houses	 and	 singing	 the	 Kalandas	 (New	 Year's	 songs),	 cutting	 the	 Vasilopita,	 the	 New
Year's	cake	with	the	lucky	coin,	and	more.

News	from	Kournas
Most	 farmers	are	now	 ready	with	 the	olive	harvest,	 the	olive	oil	 factories	are	closed	again
and	 we	 now	 only	 smell	 the	 smell	 of	 the	 olive	 wood	 that	 is	 burned	 in	 the	 stoves	 and
fireplaces.

The	 winter	 has	 slowly	 started	 here	 too:	 it	 has	 become	 quite	 colder,	 with	 northwind	 (from
Russia)	and	a	lot	of	rain,	thunder	and	snow	on	the	mountains.	The	temperature	is	below	10
degrees	during	the	day	and	5	degrees,	sometimes	only	2,	at	night.
	
Winter
We	need	 a	 lot	 of	water	 in	 the	winter,	 for	 nature	 and	 also	 for	 the	water	 supply.	 But	 at	 the
moment	it	is	raining	a	lot	and	now	and	then	the	memories	of	last	year's	terrible	cold	and	wet
winter	come	back.	Fortunately,	many	municipalities	tackled	the	problem	areas	of	last	winter
and	rivers	were	cleaned	and	widened.	Also	in	the	area	of	Kournas	we	now	have	wide	rivers,
through	 which	 rainwater	 can	 flow	 very	 quickly	 into	 the	 sea,	 without	 causing	 too	 much
damage.
	
Christmas
On	 the	 village	 square	 in	 Kournas	 this	 year	 there	 is	 not	 only	 a	 nativity	 scene,	 but	 also	 a
(modern)	Christmas	tree	with	Santa	illuminating	the	centre	of	the	village.	This	year's	nativity
scene	has	beautiful	statues	made	of	ceramics	and	is	donated	by	Lesly	and	Arie,	an	English
couple	 living	 in	Kournas.	 It	 looks	beautiful.	Many	houses	 in	 the	 village	are	now	decorated
with	colourful	and	especially	blinking	Christmas	lights.
	
The	baker	Mimi	and	his	son	Pantelis	baked	the	delicious	Christmas	cookies	and	this	week
they	have	again	baked	many	Vasilopita	pies,	with	the	lucky	coin.
In	the	backyard	of	Kournas	it	is	sometimes	busy.	Many	lambs	were	born	in	the	herd	of	Kosta
and	 especially	 early	 in	 the	morning	 and	 around	 4	 o'clock,	when	Kosta	 comes	 to	 feed	 the
sheep,	the	sheep	and	the	lambs	all	are	bleating	together.

News	about	Mandali
Talking	about	New	Year's	Eve	 traditions	 ...	On	 the	 last	 day	of	 2019,	Arno	did	bake	 the
traditional	“oliebollen”	(donuts)	at	Mandali.	Everyone	was	welcome	to	come	and	taste.
Our	neighbours	and	the	people	 in	the	taverns,	kafenion,	ouzerie	and	supermarket	 loved
the	“stafida	balles”,	as	we	call	them	here	(raisin	balls).	And	for	the	children	who	came	to
the	houses	on	Christmas	Eve	and	New	Year's	Eve	with	their	“Kalantas”	(Christmas-	and
New	Year's	songs),	I	had	bags	with	candy	and	spice	nuts	and	some	money.
	
Anniversary
Mandali	will	remain	closed	in	January	and	February	and	in	March	we	will	start	the	spring
cleaning	and	we	will	prepare	 the	store	 for	 the	5th	season.	Our	1st	anniversary!	Reason
for	a	party,	right?	We	already	have	some	ideas	about	how	we	can	celebrate	this,	but	more
about	this	in	the	coming	months.
	
Cretan	dances
On	Friday	evening	dance	classes	are	given	in	the	community	centre	of	Kournas	and	I	was
finally	on	time	to	sign	up	for	this.	Dance	teacher	Manolis	and	his	partner	Vaso	teach	the
youth,	 the	beginners	and	 the	advanced	 to	dance	 the	 traditional	Cretan	dances.	But	we
don't	only	learn	the	dances,	but	also	history,	background	and	music	make	part	of	it.	One
of	 my	 ideas	 was	 to	 organize	 a	 dance	 class	 for	 the	 tourists	 and	 guests	 of	 the	 holiday
homes	in	Kournas	during	the	summer.

Many	 tourists	 are	 familiar	with	 the	Syrtaki	 dance,	 but	 there	are	 also	other	 (not	 difficult)
Cretan	 dances,	 which	 young	 and	 older	 can	 easily	 learn.	 When	 I	 asked	 Manolis	 if	 he
wanted	to	participate	in	this,	he	was	very	enthusiastic	and	said:	”Yes”!.	So	now	we	have	to
see	how	we	can	organize	this	new	activity	at	Mandali!

News	about	the	donkeys
Our	donkeys	are	doing	well,	they	do	what	they	are	supposed	to	do	and	that	is	mainly
eating!!!!!	Fortunately,	there	is	plenty	of	greens	and	grass	on	the	fields	and	on	the	street
sides.
On	December	21	the	donkeys	walked	with	us	the	mid-winter	walk	in	and	around	Kournas.
It	was	a	beautiful,	warm	and	sunny	day	and	the	15	participants	enjoyed	the	nature,	the
donkeys,	the	stories,	the	tasty	snacks	at	the	breaks	and	the	healthy	lunch	at	Taverne
Kournas	afterwards.

Stable
At	the	moment	the	donkeys	are	a	bit	moody,	they	don't	like	the	bad	weather.	If	it	doesn't	rain
too	much,	they	just	stay	outside	and	can	stay	in	the	shelter	if	they	want.	But	in	the	last	few
days	Cleo	and	Zoë	are	in	the	stable	at	the	old	house,	above	the	meadow,	and	Eos	and	Popy
stay	in	the	shelter.	This	way	they	have	a	little	more	space	and	there	is	less	competition	for
food.	Because	Eos	thinks	she	should	have	the	most	food	(as	the	lead	donkey)	and	the
others	don't	always	agree	with	that,	so	then	it's	a	growl	and	a	lot	of	kicking.

After	breakfast	we	bring	the	donkeys	to	the	meadow	opposite	the	shelter	where	they	can	eat
for	an	hour	or	two	and	after	that	they	all	go	to	the	meadow	with	the	shelter.	When	it	is	dry	we
take	a	walk	with	them	and	at	5	pm	Cleo	and	Zoë	go	upstairs	to	the	stable	to	eat	and	"sleep".	
We	and	they	hope	that	the	bad	weather	will	soon	be	over	and	that	they	can	have	freedom
again	on	the	different	meadows.	Zoë	in	particular	really	needs	to	run	for	a	while	to	get	rid	of
her	energy.
	
Water
If	we	take	the	donkeys	for	a	walk,	we	have	to	think	about	where	we	are	going,	because	there
are	large	ponds	in	the	backyard,	on	the	dirt	roads	and	Zoë	really	does	not	go	through	that.
Her	mother	Cleo	also	hates	it	and	did	not	dare	to	do	so	when	she	came	to	us	last	year.	A
small	puddle	is	no	problem,	Zoeë	sniffs,	looks	at	what	the	other	donkeys	are	doing	and	then
jumps	over	it.	But	a	big	puddle	...	no	way	!!!	Not	even	when	the	other	donkey's	walkthrough.
We	really	have	to	walk	the	same	way	back.
Zoë	will	be	9	months	this	week	and	she	eats	everything	she	likes	and	also	drinks	milk	from
Cleo.	She	grows	very	fast	and	is	now	almost	as	high	as	her	mother.

Hailstones	on	the	donkeys

Order	local	products
Last	year	we	sent	dozens	of	orders	with	local	products	from	Kournas	to	several	European
countries.	This	year	we	will	again	give	you	the	option	to	order	from	us.
If	you	click	on	this	link	you	will	see	the	 list	of	products	that	you	can	order	 from	Mandali.
You	can	also	read	prices,	method	of	payment	and	delivery	on	this	list.
Do	you	have	special	wishes,	are	you	missing	something	on	the	list	or	do	you	have	other
questions,	please	let	me	know	and	I	will	reply	as	soon	as	possible.
	
The	next	shipping	date	will	be	around		20	January.	If	you	write	an	email	with	your	order
by	10	January	at	 the	 latest,	 I	can	 reserve	a	place	 for	your	package	and	 I	have	enough
time	to	pack	it.

Mandali,	local	products	and	more...
Kournas
73007	Apokoronas
Chania,	Crete,	Greece
tel:	0030-6951337205		+	Whatsapp	+	VIBER

Deze	e-mail	is	verstuurd	aan	{{email}}.	•	Als	u	geen	nieuwsbrief	meer	wilt	ontvangen,	kunt
u	zich	hier	afmelden.	•	U	kunt	ook	uw	gegevens	inzien	en	wijzigen.	•	Voor	een	goede

ontvangst	voegt	u	info@mandali-kournas.com	toe	aan	uw	adresboek.
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